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SOV: The First Fiat Digital Currency 
& How It Will Be the World’s Most Secure Fiat Currency

By Guidepost Solutions LLC1
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

i :
On February 26,2018, the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) passed the Sovereign Currency 
Act, establishing a new, blockchain-based currency called the Sovereign (SOV) as “legal tender 
of the Marshall Islands for all debts, public charges, taxes and dues.” While first generation 

blockchain-based digital currencies are open to all and anonymous in nature, SOV is designed to 
pioneer next-generation blockchain technology through use of a closed, permissioned blockchain, 
built around the pillar of users’ real verified identities, as well as built-in OF AC sanctions 
controls.2 In a sharp contrast from an open, anonymous blockchain, the combined power of a 

persistent open ledger of all transactions with real identities in a permissioned environment 
delivers an increasingly effective system to fight and deter illicit activity and financing of terror. 
When launched, SOV will become the world’s first decentralized national currency.

In pioneering a sovereign fiat digital currency, RMI has equipped SOV with state-of-the-art 

compliance controls, making it more traceable and more secure than any other digital or fiat 
currency. SOV will be the World’s only digital asset and sovereign currency for which every user 
is onboarded through Know-Your-Customer (KYG) protocols, and transfers may only be made by 
onboarded, identified, approved users (i.e., whitelisted users who have obtained a “SOV ID,” 
explained in more detail below). Transaction monitoring; will be performed on all SOV 
transactions, sanctions screening will be performed continually, and identity re-verification will 

be required on a regular basis.

1 Guidepost Solutions LLC was engaged to advise on compliance matters related to the adoption by the 
Republic of the Marshall Islands of the Sovereign, a fiat digital currency. These materials are distributed 
by Guidepost Solutions LLC on behalf of the Republic of the Marshall Islands, and Guidepost Solutions 
LLC is registered ais a foreign agent of the Republic of the Marshall Islands pursuant to the Foreign 
Agents Registration Act.. More information is available on file with the United States Department of 
Justice.
2 In a December 3, 2018 speech to the ABA/ABA Financial Crimes Conference, Sigal Mandelker (the 

U.S. Department of the Treasury Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence) urged 
cryptocurrency service providers to combat illicit activity and the risks of assisting bad actors: “The 
digital currency industry must harden its networks and undertake the steps necessary to prevent illicit 
actors from exploiting its services.” As will be explained in more detail throughout this paper, SOV’s 
built-in OF AC screenings and controls are just one of many steps taken by RMI to prevent illicit actors 
from abusing or exploiting SOV’s services.
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Furthermore, and for the first time in the digital currency age, compliance controls will be built 
into SOV’s smart contract - that is, built into the coding underlying the token. For each individual 

transaction, the sender and recipient of the transaction will be checked against a whitelist in real 
time to confirm each party is authorized to transact in SOV at that moment. This is the most real
time, responsive compliance program that exists, and it is unique to SOV.

All of these controls align with the framework contemplated by International Monetary Fund 

Managing Director Christine Lagarde in her November 14, 2018 speech, “Winds of Change: The 
Case for New Digital Currency.” In that speech, Managing Director Lagarde urged digital 
currencies to be designed “so that users’ identities would be authenticated through customer due 
diligence procedures and transactions recorded” and “[a]nti-money laundering and terrorist 

financing controls would [ ] run in the background.” RMI has done just this.

This white paper contextualizes the development of SOV and describes its special compliance 
features.3 The brief introduction below outlines the advent of digital currency and the innovation 

of using it as a sovereign nation’s fiat currency. We.also describe the history, inspiration, issuance, 
and unique features of SOV. The compliance section is organized by the five (5) critical elements 

of SOV’s compliance framework:

1. RMI’s authorization of Exchanges in reputable jurisdictions
2. Screening for sanctions and full KYC to obtain SOV ID

3. Monitoring of transactions
4. SOV ID updating and renewals
5. Filing SARs, blacklisting and freezing funds of bad actors

The compliance section also includes five case examples to demonstrate how the compliance and 

oversight procedures will function in practice.

SOV truly combines the most attractive features of blockchain technology -speed and ease of 
transactions, privacy, and decentralization - with cutting edge smart contract compliance features 
that surpass those associated with traditional money and digital asset transactions. RMI’s 
multileveled oversight procedures will allow SOV not just to be the world’s first fiat digital' 

currency; it will also be the most securely regulated currency.

2. INTRODUCTION

2.1. Digital Currency * 2

3 Separate papers provide additional detail on the reasons for RMI’s adoption of a digital currency, the 
technology underlying SOV, and privacy considerations.
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Digital currency is a decentralized digital asset that, like traditional currency, can be used as a 
medium of exchange. Unlike traditional currency, digital currency uses strong cryptography to 
secure financial transactions, to restrict the creation of additional units, and to verify the transfer 
of assets.

Although there were earlier iterations of digital currency, the first widely established digital 

currency was Bitcoin, created anonymously in 2009. Bitcoin works through distributed ledger 
technology, generally a blockchain, that serves as a public financial transaction database, where 
various members of the public, instead of a centralized authority, validate transactions. Almost a 
decade after Bitcoin’s inception, there are reportedly over 4,000 digital currencies now in 

circulation.

One of the greatest advantages of digital currency is that it does not rely on any centralized servers, 
and it allows users to engage in a peer-to-peer, electronic payment system. Trust is integral to how 

the blockchain-based digital assets operate. The code is rules-based and difficult to alter, and all 
changes to the blockchain are recorded and confirmed in a decentralized way, democratizing 
access and removing the need for a single recordkeeper. Unlike traditional transactions, which are 

facilitated by a trusted intermediary, the blockchain itself serves as the trusted, consensus-driven 

protocol.

2.2. The Innovation of Digital Currency as Sovereign Currency

Fiat currency is legal tender - money that can be used in payment - that has value because a 
government declares it to be valid currency. The United States Dollar, for example, has been a fiat 
currency since it ceased to be pegged to a gold standard in 1971. To date, no blockchain-based 
currency, such as Bitcoin, has been issued or acknowledged as a fiat currency issued by a sovereign 
nation.4

As described in more detail below, issuing SOV as a digital fiat currency will create the first true 

decentralized money because the supply of the currency will be predetermined by an algorithm 
built into the currency. And as the legal tender of a sovereign nation, SOV is designed to operate 

with the same regulatory clarity as other national currencies,

2.3. SOV: History, Inspiration, Issuance, & Unique Features

2.3.1. The Marshall Islands

4 Venezuela issued a digital currency called Petro in early 2018. While the Petro was issued by a 

sovereign nation, it was a digital asset backed by oil, gas, gold, and diamonds, and was not fiat currency. 
The Petro has other substantial differences from SOV, including an unclear compliance policy.
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RMI is a small, democratic island nation in the Pacific Ocean. RMI has been independent since 

1979 and a member of the United Nations since 1991. It is (appropriately) a decentralized country, 
with a population of approximately 53,167 living on 1,100 islands scattered across 750,000 square 
miles of ocean - an area roughly the size of Mexico. These islands were settled thousands of years 

ago by oceangoing explorers from Micronesia.

The Marshall Islands were colonized first by Spain, then Germany, then Japan. During World War 
II, the United States took control of the Marshall Islands from the Japanese and in the following 

decades administered the region as part of the Pacific Trust Territory. From 1946 to 1958, the US 
used atolls in the Marshall Islands to perform tests of nuclear explosives.

RMI remains a close ally of the US thanks to the Compact of Free Association, established between 
the two countries in 1986. The treaty allows RMI to retain its sovereignty, but the US has agreed 
to provide defense, social services, and other benefits to Marshall Islanders, including the ability 
to travel and work in the US without visas.

Sources: https://media.defense.gOv/20l3/May/10/2000051240/-l/-l/0/130510-F-OG799-001.JPG 

https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/oceania/mh.htm
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2.3.2. Why SOV

RMI currently uses the US Dollar as its sole currency. SOV will complement rather than replace 
the US Dollar and become a second, alternative currency of RMI. Among other advantages, the 

launch of SOV will ensure that the Marshall Islands will continue to have access to the 
international financial system. It is intended as a backstop in case the erosion of correspondent 
banking relationships in small developing nations should affect RMI directly. RMI is committed 

to effective financial crimes compliance programs and effective oversight; however, the broader
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de-risking of correspondent relationships means that RMI is at risk despite its best efforts. The 
RMI correspondent banking relationship may be withdrawn5 even with a proven track record of 

intra-country financial crime controls, as it has demonstrated consistently. In particular, RMI 
currently has only one correspondent bank, and this bank has recently threatened to end its 

correspondent banking relationship with RMI,

SOV will appeal to international users because it offers the best advantages of fiat and digital 

currencies. SOV is expected to have the same legal status as most foreign currencies, making it 
easy to exchange and spend. It provides fast, secure, and inexpensive transactions worldwide and 

can connect to existing payment systems. It has a stable, tamper-proof money supply. As an official 
national currency, it offers regulatory clarity and therefore provides ease of use in purchases. And 

with its built-in safeguards against money laundering and terrorist financing, it provides pioneering 
ways to ensure that it will be used only for legitimate purposes.6

RMI’s motivation to innovate to a digital national currency further stems from its unique 
challenges. The nation still suffers from the aftereffects of US nuclear weapons testing, as well as 

from climate change, which threatens the Marshall Islands in particular because of its low average 

elevation.

2.3.3. Launch/Issuance

The RMI legislature passed the Sovereign Currency Act on February 26, 2018, creating a path for 
SOV to become the world’s first true decentralized currency. When SOV launches, 24 million 

units will be issued, and this supply will increase by 4% annually: a rate chosen because it is in 
line with the growth of the global economy. Upon launch, all Marshallese residents-citizens, above 
the age of 18, will receive equal shares of 10% of the new currency (a total of 2.4 million SOVs), 
distributed over a five-year period that begins with the launch of SOV. This means that SOV will 
immediately be available for use within the Marshall Islands for trade and commerce, circulating 

freely alongside the US dollars already in use there.

2.3.4. Robust Compliance Measures Superior to Other Digital Currencies

5 See, e.g., Wemau, Julie, “Unbanked: What Happens When a Country is Financially Cut Off?” The Wall 
Street Journal, June 25, 2018. https://www.wsi .com/articles/unbanked-marshall-islands-gets-further-cut- 
off-from-the-worlds-money-15 29665201.
6 The Bank of England, Bank of Canada, and Bank of Singapore recently released a report that assesses 
alternate models for enhancing cross-border payments and settlements. One of the promoted models 
involves issuing a wholesale central bank digital currency, similar in many ways to SOV. The report 
.found that in time this digital currency system could result in improvements in speed, cost and 
transparency for users.
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SOV will be the first national currency designed With Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money 
Laundering (AML) and Counter-Financing of Terrorism (CFT) features built-in at the token level. 
And while traditional fiat currency can include similar anti-counterfeiting measures, once the 
currency is issued, there are no means to ensure its responsible use. In contrast, SOV has been 
designed from the beginning with built-in protections allowing SOV to avoid many of the security 

risks and abuses from which traditional money and blockchain currencies suffer. These compliance 
features, which are central to RMI’s adoption of SOV, are consistent with measures recommended 
by US regulators as well as by the Financial Action Task Force.

2.3.5. Avoiding Issues Associated with Other Blockchain-Based Currencies

A prevailing concern with blockchain-based currencies is that criminals can exploit the new 
technology to engage in fraud, money laundering, terrorist financing, or other bad acts. However, 
because SOV will be issued as the legal tender of RMI, it is expected to meet internationally 
recognized definitions of money. The SOV token is integrated with ah on-blockchain services 
layer to facilitate compliance measures. Specifically, the bn-chain layer includes the following 

services built on top of the SOV token:

® Compliance Service: determine whether a transaction can proceed in accordance with the 
regulatory requirements of the currency issuer

• Whitelist Service: stores an on-chain whitelist of public addresses that are allowed to send 

SOV tokens
• Verifier Service: manages who is authorized by the RMI to control compliance services, 

and in particular who can add and remove addresses from the on-chain whitelist
• Reward Service: manages the distribution of money supply growth
• Service Registry : enables the services built on top of the SOV token to be upgraded
• Token Controller: manages the minting of new SOV tokens

Unlike other blockchain-based currencies, such as Bitcpin, SOV is designed to have the same legal 
status as most foreign currencies, making it easy to exchange and spend.

3. COMPLIANCE MEASURES

The SOV compliance and oversight framework is multi-faceted. It consists of five (5) critical 

elements:

1. RMI’s authorization of Exchanges in reputable jurisdictions

2. Screening for sanctions and full KYC to obtain SOV ID

3. Monitoring of transactions

4. SOV ID updating and renewals

6
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5. Filing SARs, blacklisting and freezing funds of bad actors

3.1 Compliance Element One: RMI’s Authorization & Oversight of Exchanges

The RMI will be the source of all authority for SOV’s compliance program. The RMI will license 

and supervise financial institutions that will be the exclusive on-ramps for access to SOV. We 

anticipate at the outset that these RMI-approved financial institutions will be digital currency 
Exchanges that have existing strong compliance functions and are already regulated in reputable 
jurisdictions. RMI licensing of Exchanges will include engaging in an initial due diligence process 

and then performing ongoing oversight.

Exchanges will apply to RMI for a license to become an official SOV Exchange, which will entitle 

the Exchange to onboard SOV holders, grant SOV IDs and transact in SOV. Only Exchanges in 

good international standing that have mature compliance practices and are maintained in regulated 
jurisdictions, such as Exchanges licensed or chartered by the New York State Department of 

Financial Services, will be eligible to apply to offer SOV to their customers. Further, the number 

of licensed Exchanges will be limited, at least at the outset, so that oversight can be effective and 
cost-efficient for a small country such as RMI.

RMI’s administrative authority will conduct an independent licensing process including in-depth 

due diligence. This may include gathering information on Exchanges’ compliance programs, 
operational capacity, capital sufficiency, information security and physical security protocols, 

cybersecurity measures, and disaster recovery planning.

The due diligence will be designed to be of the same quality and nature as that conducted by US 
federal and state regulators. We anticipate that RMI will request reciprocal reviews and/or 
information sharing from the Exchanges’ other regulators - e.g., oversight reports from regulators 
about Exchanges and other audits or reviews. Consistent with other regulators, RMI may perform 
risk-based exams (as further described below) in order to fully exercise oversight and be able to 

take advantage of reciprocity with other jurisdictions. RMI may choose to outsource this work to 
an investigative or due diligence firm, thereby adding another layer of third-party validation.

The RMI’s examinations of approved Exchanges will be similar to those performed by U.S. 
regulators in supervising financial institutions, except that we anticipate the RMI at the outset will 
outsource at least some of this examination work to private sector auditors with existing experience 

with digital currencies. These examiners will issue first-day letters requiring, among other things, 
the disclosure in advance' of compliance and operations policies and procedures, organization 

charts, internal audit reports, litigation updates, financial information, and a representative 
selection of transaction files. Examiners will review this information, along with suspicious 
activity report filings, complaints received about the Exchange, and additional material at their

7
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discretion, The examiners will interview the Exchanges’ personnel, will observe their operations 

to ensure that the Exchanges’ practices match policies and procedures, and will prepare a. report 
containing their findings. Findings will be reviewed with management, and the Exchanges will 

need to follow up with regular communications regarding the resolution status of any material 
findings.

As a practical matter, it is in RMI’s best interests to make SOV as safe to use as possible, both at 
home and abroad, so that other governments and international financial institutions have 

confidence in accepting it.

3.2. Compliance Element Two: Obtaining SOV ID Through Full KYC and 
Screening for Sanctions

Once the RMI has authorized Exchanges to be official SOV Exchanges, those Exchanges will 

onboard potential SOV users through a rigorousprocess that will require identity verification, 
screening against applicable sanctions lists, negative news searches, enhanced due diligence 
where applicable, and more in-depth disclosure and beneficial ownership verification for 
institutional users. Users who this onboarding screening will be granted a SOV ID and permitted 

to transact in SOV. These financial security controls are analogous in stringency to those 
implemented by banks for paper currency.7

3.2.1. The Onboarding Process: Identity Verification & AML, CFT & Sanctions Screening

The RMI’s onboarding process will require all SOV users to initially prove their identities through 
a secure Know-Your-Customer (KYC) process, and we anticipate that this KYC will be performed 

by an Exchange.

Individuals must provide at a minimum, their full legal names, dates of birth, proof of identity via 
government-issued ID or passport, and physical residence addresses. The user’s identity will be 

verified through existing technology that (a) compares the photo in the identification document to 
a selfie taken by the user, and (b) authenticates the form of identification as a valid government- 

issued ID.

Institutional users will be required to provide documentation including, at a minimum, their entity 
name, physical business address, mailing address, proof of registration or incorporation, type of 
business, and information on beneficial owners.

7 In other words, as suggested by Managing Director Lagarde in her November 14, 2018, “Winds of 
Change: The Case for New Digital Currency,” speech, it is important that SOV be designed so that 
“users’ identities would be authenticated through customer due diligence procedures and transactions 
recorded.” As explained throughout this section, SOV has prioritized this consideration.
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Users who plan to transact large amounts or who are otherwise deemed to be high-risk (e.g., based 
on geography or business type) may also be required to undergo industry-standard enhanced due 

diligence. Every person who wants to convert other digital currencies of fiat money into SOV 
through Exchanges and banks will first have to undergo industry-standard source of funds and 

beneficial owner controls.

Potential users’ identities will also be screened against government watchlists, including the Office 
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC). Screenings will be required for all individual users, all 

institutional users, and all beneficial owners of institutional users.

If a potential user successfully onboards (i.e., identification has been verified and sanctions 
screenings are negative), the user will be provided a SOV ID Certificate (”SOV ID”), a digital ID 

maintained on the cloud.

The SOV ID is a digital passport demonstrating that a user has passed KYC and sanctions controls, 
has been onboarded, and remains an approved, whitelisted SOV user in good standing. SOV will 
be coded such that for every transmission Of SOV, the sender’s and recipient’s wallet addresses 

will be checked against the whitelist and affirmatively confirmed to be current SOV ID holders, 

thereby preventing any unauthorized user from ever transacting SOV. The coding will be 
accomplished through a smart contract, a trackable and irreversible computer protocol designed to 
manage such third-party contracts, which will be coded such that only whitelisted wallet addresses 
(SOV ID holders) are able to transact SOV. This coding will be publicly available and will be 

audited so that the public and authorities will all know that the compliance features built into the 

coding function as advertised.

The SOV ID will identify the user’s wallet address and the identity of the Exchange that 
onboarded the user, but it will not identify the specific user. Law enforcement personnel or other 
authorized individuals will know that the user’s KYC information is available on file with the 

listed Exchange. As contemplated, the SOV ID can be used to unlock other financial services. In 
this way, the SOV KYC process could be a global standard applied by a variety of parties, but 
perhaps most compelling to developing nations with large unbanked populations. The SOV ID 
can be revoked in the event that the User is added to a sanctioned persons list, or is otherwise 

found to be a bad actor.

Because it is anticipated that licensed Exchanges will be the principal or exclusive on-ramps and 

off-ramps for SOV, a user who wants to acquire SOV will need to be onboarded by the 

Exchange in accordance with the controls above and may then acquire SOV after receiving a 
SOV ID. The user can obtain SOV either directly through the Exchange, or through a peer-to- 

peer transaction.

9
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3.2.2. Whitelisting Users to Transact SOVon an Exchange

A user who desires to transact SOV directly through an Exchange will need to be whitelisted 
through the Exchange’s protocols and receive a SOV ID before sending or receiving SOV on the 
Exchange’s platform. Similarly, to use SOV off of an Exchange’s platform, a user will need to 

provide a blockchain wallet address to the Exchange, and the Exchange will whitelist that address 
via the blockchain if the user has a SOV ID. The blockchain will track whitelisted addresses to 

demonstrate that customers were successfully onboarded and passed all financial security 
compliance controls.8

The whitelist, which will itself be stored on the blockchain, will be overseen by RMI’s 
administrative authority for the SOV, which will be part of the current Banking Commission or 
established based on the recommendation of the Legal Tender Committee9 and will consist only 

of users who have undergone a robust KYC process, have been “renewed” on a regular basis, are 
regularly checked against sanctions lists, and are subject to transaction monitoring. We anticipate 
that established digital currency Exchanges with mature compliance functions will be the principal 

or exclusive on-ramps and off-ramps for SOV and will, under RMI’s oversight, perform these 

compliance functions.

Once a wallet address has been whitelisted, users can only send SOV to other whitelisted wallet 

addresses (i.e., other SOV ID holders). All whitelisted blockchain addresses will be listed on the 
blockchain, permitting real-time oversight for all peer-to-peer transactions as to whether an address 
has a current SOV ID and is therefore allowed to transact in SOV (as described below).

The identities associated with the address will be hidden from public view, under the oversight of 
the RMI. The whitelist will be updated regularly (such as weekly or daily) in order to ensure, for 
instance, that the addresses of persons subject to international sanctions are removed from the 

whitelist.

RMI will have the ultimate authority to add and remove addresses from the whitelist, to grant or

8 The SOV whitelisting process itself acts as a control against bad actors. For example, consider the recent 

situation described by Sigal Mandelker (the U.S. Department of the Treasury Under Secretary for 
Terrorism and Financial Intelligence) in her December 3, 2018 speech to the ABA/ABA Financial Crimes 
Conference. She described a scheme by “two Iranian cyber actors” who “hacked into victims’ computers 
by exploiting network vulnerabilities. Then, they forcibly encrypted the data on those computers and 
extorted victims by demanding ransom in bitcoin for the decryption keys to the encrypted data.” These 
hackers could never have demanded ransom in SOV because they would not have passed whitelisting 
controls and would have been prohibited from transacting in SOV.
9 The Legal Tender Committee has been established by the RMI to advise the government on all aspects 
relating to the SOV currency and its development, including its oversight.
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revoke Exchanges’ authority to edit the whitelist, and over any potential “freezing” of SOV.10 11 

RMI’s administrative authority will also act as the ultimate point of resolution in case of eventual 
disputes. RMI will maintain a process allowing people or entities that have been adversely affected 
by this process to “appeal” to RMI for whitelisting, removal from a blacklist (as described below), 
or relief from a seizure of SOV.

If an Exchange’s whitelisting privileges are revoked for some reason, or if ah Exchange decides 

to no longer list SOV, users previously whitelisted by that entity may have to undergo the KYC 

process anew with another RMI-approved Exchange.

3.2.3. Whitelisting Users to Transact SOV Off of an Exchange

It will be possible for users to hold SOV tokens without an Exchange ever holding or managing 

the funds. To do this, a user must undergo the KYC process through a licensed verifier (e.g. an 

Exchange), select an address to whitelist and prove ownership of that address via a private-key- 
based signature. Then the user will be issued a SOV ID associated with that address and may 
have tokens transferred to that address, e.g., from the private address of some Other user who 

holds SOV tokens.

Additionally, blockchain-based smart contracts can also transact with SOV currencies, a feature 

that is important to making SOV as functional and widely used as possible. In this situation, the 
public address in control of the smart contract would need to be whitelisted as a real-world user 

who has undergone the KYC process. Then, the smart contract can receive SOV from other 

addresses.

3.3, Element Three: Monitoring Transactions

3-3.1. Real-Time AuthenticationofSenders and Recipients of Transactions

SOV has a built-in compliance control that has never been seen before in digital currency. Within 
the coding underlying the token, SOV has the ability to check the sender and recipient of the 
transaction against a whitelist in real time to confirm each party is authorized to transact in SOV 
at that moment. This is the most real-time, responsive compliance program that exists, and it will 

ensure that SOV transactions are only between two pre-approved and whitelisted parties. This 

functionality is unique to SOV.

3.3.2. After-the-Fact Transaction Monitoring

10 Consistent with the most compliant digital assets, SOV will be coded to enable RMI, pursuant to 
appropriate legal process, to “freeze” SOV by removing the address holding such SOV from the whitelist, 
just as a bank can freeze other fiat currencies pursuant to legal process.
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All transactions will undergo after-the-fact transaction monitoring, which we expect to be 
performed by an Exchange using appropriate transaction monitoring technology. Two types of 

transaction monitoring will be employed. First, the type of transaction monitoring employed by 
traditional banking institutions will monitor for and detect a variety of “scenarios” that might 
indicate structuring of transactions or other attempts to evade controls. Second, blockchain 

tracking through commercial blockchain monitoring compliance vendors can identify whether 
tokens being transacted can be traced back to potentially high-risk activity such as mixers or dark 

web sites.

This monitoring will occur at a set time-period after the transaction has been completed, e.g., 

within a few days or weeks, and will evaluate each transaction for potential blacklisting, 
Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) filing, and other remedial action. At the direction of RMI, 
Exchanges may set more aggressive transaction monitoring parameters if needed to be consistent 
with other activity on the Exchange, risk-based controls, or regulatory requirements.

In the event that the after-the-fact monitoring reveals an issue, the Exchange may revoke the user’s 
SOV ID and blacklist the user’s address for the future (subject to RMI review), but will not block 

those who subsequently received the funds, unless otherwise required by law to block those 
addresses. The reason that such recipients will hot be blocked is that such recipients would have 
been relying on the whitelisting records at the time of the transaction to validate the source of 

funds.

Effectively, SOV peer-to-peer transaction monitoring consists of confirming that the SOV has not 

passed through blacklisted addresses.

The exact mechanisms for after-the-fact monitoring may differ depending on the type of 
transaction that is performed. Below are the three main categories of transactions :

3.3.2.1. SOV Currency Conversions

First, transactions converting SOV to another currency or vice versa will likely be on-Exchange 
transactions where the licensed Exchange is essentially the counterparty. Either (i) Individual A 
would buy SOV (with fiat brother digital currency) on Exchange E, and Exchange E holds SOV 

on the Exchange E platforrn on behalf of Individual A, or (ii) Individual A sells SOV on Exchange 
E, and Exchange E debits the SOV from Individual A's account on the Exchange E platform and 

credits Individual A's account with a fiat or other digital currency.

In either case, an Exchange will employ both traditional transaction monitoring and blockchain 

monitoring (where applicable) to detect potential high-risk or illicit activity.
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3.3.2.2. Off-Ramping/On-Ramping SOV: Coin Withdrawals & Deposits from Exchanges

Second, transactions could involve off-ramping SOV from the Exchange (coin withdrawals) or 
on-ramping SOV to the Exchange (coin deposits). In these cases, Individual A has Exchange E 
transfer the SOV from an on-platform custodial address to a blockchain wallet address, or 

Individual A transfers SOV from a blockchain wallet address to Exchange E’s on-platform 
custodial address.

In this second scenario, assuming the customer has passed KYC and any necessary enhanced due 

diligence, the Exchange will approve, or “whitelist,” the blockchain address associated with 
Individual A and will then transfer SOV to that address.

3.3.2.3. Peer-to-Peer Transactions

Finally, SOV transactions may be peer-to-peer, whereby Individual A maintains SOV in a 
privately controlled blockchain wallet address and sends that SOV to another privately controlled 
blockchain wallet address held by Individual B. In this scenario, the sender’s and recipient's 
blockchain wallet addresses are automatically checked against the whitelist for each peer-to-peer 
transaction, and the transaction processes automatically upon confirmation that both addresses are 
on the whitelist. Transaction monitoring of peer-to-peer transactions occurs after-the-fact and is 
the responsibility of the Exchange that onboarded the sender.11 * 13 Blockchain technology enables 

these Exchanges to track all peer-to-peer transaction, activity, thereby enabling the Exchanges to 
identify the “in the wild” transactions that they are tasked with monitoring. Red flags identified by 
the Exchange during the transaction monitoring of the peer-to-peer transaction must be 
investigated by the Exchange using an information-sharing mechanism between the RMI- 

approved Exchanges.

3.4, Element Four: SOV ID Updating and Renewals

Whitelisted users (i.e., SOV ID holders) will need to be “renewed” on a regular basis in order to 
continue transacting in SOV- Exchanges will likely be responsible for these “renewals” of users’ 
whitelisted status. The minimum frequency and substance of this renewal process will be 

determined by rigorous standards established by the RMI, consistent with industry best practices 
and the Exchanges’ appropriate risk-based controls. Renewals will likely consist of identity re

11 Even though the transaction will be made between two whitelisted addresses, there is still a risk that
SOV can be used for money laundering, fraud or other nefarious purposes. In other words, the 
whitelisting will ensure that an individual user’s identity is known and verified, but like a traditional bank 
with paper currency, a “good guy” who does not appear on a sanctions list may still use his bank account 
for illegitimate purposes (e.g., laundering money). The after-the-fact transaction monitoring will identify 
those transactions, and the user can be blacklisted.
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verification, sanctions checks, and transaction monitoring on the user’s SOV activity during the 
time interval since on-boarding or since the last renewal.

3.5. Element Five: Filing SARs, Blacklisting, and Freezing Funds of 
Bad Actors

There are two mechanisms for excluding bad actors from transacting in SOV: (i) removal from 
the whitelist (which will immediately prevent the user from transacting in SOV); and (ii) 

addition to a blacklist (which will permanently prevent the user from transacting in SOV at any 
point in the future).

3.5.1. Removal from the Whitelist

The first mechanism to prevent bad actors from transacting in SOV is to remove them from the 
whitelist. Users may be removed for a variety of reasons, including, but not limited to: (i) improper 

activity detected on a user’s account as a result of transaction monitoring; (ii) a user’s SOV ID 
was not renewed and re-whitelisted as required; or (iii) a user was added to a sanctions list and 
flagged during ongoing sanctions screening. In any of these events - or any other event in which 

it is discovered that a user has attempted to use SOV for nefarious purposes - the Exchange will 
be able to immediately remove the user from the whitelist. This action will consequently 

immediately revoke a user’s SOV ID and result in that user’s inability to transact in SOV (because 

transactions will not be able to be processed).

3.5.2. Blacklist

The first mechanism to prevent bad actors from transacting in SOV is to add them to the blacklist. 
This mechanism is more permanent than simply removing the user from the whitelist. The blacklist 

will consist simply of wallet addresses that were previously whitelisted, but were removed from 
the whitelist for cause (e.g., because the user was added to a sanctions list). These addresses, as 
well as the underlying personal identifying information, will be shared among the RMI-approved 
Exchanges so they do riot re-onboard that person. There should be no need for a more expansive 
blacklist because only users who have previously been whitelisted can be in the SOV’s transaction 
history.

3.6. Example Cases

3.6.1. Purchase of Goods from RMI

Jane Smith, a United States citizen, purchases handcrafted woven baskets via eBay from Ben 
Howard, a Marshallese citizen and resident. The two individuals agree that payment will be made 

in SOV. Jane and Ben already have SOV IDs and blockchain wallets to manage their SOV funds,

14
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and they use these wallets to execute the transfer; Blockchain-based tokens use smart contracts to 
execute the transaction. When the transfer begins, the SOV smart contract will check that both 
Jane and Ben have SOV IDs, meaning that they successfully registered the public address tied to 

their blockchain SOV wallets. Successful registration requires Jane and Ben to have been 

onboarded after completing KYC and sanctions checks and being whitelisted. Since they 
successfully registered their public addresses through RMI-licensed Exchanges, the transaction 
proceeds. (If Jane or Ben had not registered her or his address, an error code would be returned, 
which the wallet provider can display to Jane or Ben with directions on how to register it.)

3.6.2. Arms Smuggling Financing Attempt

James Marlin is a known arms dealer who has been officially sanctioned by the US. He would like 

to purchase SOV in the secondary market from other users’ whitelisted wallets. Mr. Marlin 
attempts to download a wallet from a licensed, RMI-based Exchange called SwitchTrade. 

However, SwitchTrade’s rigorous KYC due diligence identifies Mr. Marlin as a sanctioned 

individual. His wallet address is immediately blacklisted, and he is unable to purchase SOV funds 
from other wallets. He then is also unable to purchase SOV from the Exchange directly.

3.6.3. Terror Financing Attempt

In this example, Marylou Jenkins is a known lieutenant in a US-designated terrorist organization 
called The Orchid Liberation Front. She is based in Morocco and wants to use SOV to receive 
funds from Caroline Doberman, a would-be Orchid Liberation Front supporter who is based in 
Mexico. Ms. Doberman, who is not a known affiliate of The Orchid Liberation Front, already has 

a SOV blockchain wallet address that was approved by EuroTransfer, a European digital Exchange 
that is licensed by RMI to trade SOV.

Ms. Jenkins has a blockchain wallet address, and Ms. Doberman attempts to send her SOV from 

her own privately controlled blockchain wallet address via a peer-to-peer transaction. Because Ms. 
Jenkins’ wallet address has not been whitelisted, the transaction automatically fails.

Ms. Jenkins applies to EuroTransfer for onboarding in an effort to receive funds from Ms. 
Doberman, but she is denied due to her association with the Orchid Liberation Front. EuroTransfer 
reports the suspicious activity as to both the attempted transfer to Ms. Jenkins and Ms. Jenkins’ 
attempt to be onboarded and whitelisted. EuroTransfer also blacklists Ms. Jenkins’ address.

3.6.4. Money Laundering Attempt

.15
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In this example, John Smith, a washing machine salesman in Minnesota, has $ 100,000 he received 
through illegal betting, and he wants to launder it. He decides he will perform an on-exchange 
transaction to purchase SOV on an Exchange and hold these funds on its platform.

Mr. Smith picks an Exchange called SecureChange that has passed RMI’s rigorous licensing 

process. In order to transact on SecureChange, Mr. Smith is put through the extensive KYC process 
that all licensed SOV Exchanges demand of new users.

Since this is Mr. Smith’s first criminal act and he is using his real identity, he does not appear on 
any blacklists, and SecureChange is able to verify his identity. He is approved by the Exchange, 
and is able to turn his illegally-obtained $100,000 USD into SOV. However, pursuant to 

SecureChange’s after-the-fact transaction monitoring protocol, SecureChange evaluates the 
transfer for potential blacklisting, SAR filing, and other remedial action. Mr, Smith’s transaction 

is flagged as a suspicious transaction and an investigation is conducted analogous to the process 
at a traditional bank. Because his identity is anonymous to other users but not to SecureChange, 
Mr. Smith is investigated, blacklisted, and a SAR is filed on him.

3.6.5. Foreign Government

In this example, Foreign Government #1 hacks into Foreign Government #2’s computer systems 
and demands ransom in the currency of SOV. In order to pay the ransom, the wallet address of the 
hacker would have to be whitelisted. It is highly unlikely that a hacker would agree to provide the 
identification information required to be onboarded. Therefore, it would be impossible to transact 
in SOV in this instance, and more likely the hacker would choose another digital asset for 
demanding this random. If for some reason the hacker provided information about his wallet 

address, then law enforcement officials would work with the RMI to identify the Exchange that 
whitelisted that wallet address; they would then obtain from the Exchange the personally 
identifiable information about the onboarded user. The Exchange would remove the user from the 
whitelist so that he could not transact, file a suspicious activity report, and would blacklist the 
address and share the address and personally identifying information with the other RMI-approved 
Exchanges so they could do the same.

In order to transact in SOV, a user must be whitelisted on an RMI-approved Exchange. The 
whitelisting, by definition, must include identification and financial crimes countermeasures (i.e., 
sanctions list screenings). These types of controls mitigate against a situation like the one described 

here.

3.7. Alternative Compliance Model: Service Providers
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Another potential oversight system would involve using compliance service providers to perform 

the functions performed by Exchanges described above. A third-party compliance service provider 
could manage the oversight of Exchanges, users, and transactions while maintaining the 
relationships and procedures set forth above.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined the innovation of using digital currency as fiat sovereign currency and 
described the history, inspiration, issuance and unique features of SOV, Although technological 
change can sometimes appear daunting, many of our greatest advancements have come when 
technology has progressed. Thus, operating in the digital currency space - as SOV does - offers 
unlimited opportunities for new ideas and new ways of envisioning our financial systems. RMI 
has pioneered SOV, the first sovereign fiat digital currency, and equipped it with state-of-the-art 

compliance controls, making it more traceable and more secure than any other digital currency - 
or any other fiat currency. SOV is truly the first of its kind: a next-generation blockchain system 
built around the pillar of users ’ real verified identities, as well as built-in OFAC sanctions controls.

SOV represents the most attractive features of blockchain technology - such as speed and ease of 
transactions, anonymity, and decentralization - with compliance features that surpass those 
associated with traditional money and transactions. Specifically, there ate three levels of security 
measures that make SOV so robustly regulated: oversight of Exchanges; oversight of users through 

an innovative whitelisting and blacklisting system; and oversight of transactions. RMI’s 
multileveled oversight procedures will allow SOV not just to be the world’s first fiat sovereign 

currency: it will be the most securely regulated currency, as well.
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